Satari Amber
Only Love is Real

Who Am I Really?
Hello Earth Angels,

It has been quite some time since we last communicated, however all of you who I have connected with through e-mail, phone, workshops and Doreen Virtue events (yes I mean you Toronto Earth Angels) have been in my thoughts and I appreciate your support of my light work
and for holding loving thoughts and intentions for me during this time of tremendous change. I
have settled into my new life in Southern California and I enjoy the physical beauty along with
supportive and gentle healing energies of my new environment. My daily commute consists of
hills of luminous green and orange colors, the vast calmness of the ocean and the majestic patriarchal strength of the Saddleback mountain range. I am filled with gratitude at the sight of such
beauty. For me this is a magical uplifting vibration.
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Although my days begin and end with this beautiful picture, I am still called to spiritual practice, during this time of change because the world as I knew it to be is no longer; faces are different and most of all my mind has shifted. I still find myself teetering back and forth between
the new me and the out dated thoughts that just don't seem to work any more. My move has
triggered tremendous change in my life and a call to heal and remember who I really am.
My call has been to transmute the old pain into expansion and learning;
accepting it as the strength and gifts that it truly meant to be. This is not
always the most comfortable process, but I am learning through my
guides and Angels that this does not have to be hard or completed as
soon as I think the thought. It does take some commitment; a daily
spiritual practice will make your transition much more loving because
God and the Angels are always guiding us in the direction of joy. But we often do not take the time to
What is your spiritual practice
listen fully. Spiritual practice is personal and sacred
and is just as important as nourishing the body with
food. Spiritual practice is care of the soul.
What is your daily practice?

Talk to you soon
Announcements:

Love always,



30% off of e-mail and phone readings

Satari



May 8th: Archangel Michael Channeling By
Jashar



May 15th: Law of Attraction Meet Up
Group



May 25th Angel Circle Teleclass

View my spiritual practice

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here
satari.angel@satariamber.com
www.satariamber.com
949-573-8068
Please feel free to post any questions or comments on the
“Angel Blog”

